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INTRODUCTION

MIDPOINT

Nowadays companies grow fast and naturally this process is
followed by personnel changes, hiring new employees, assigning
new roles and creating new projects and tasks very often. All of it
brings transformation of business processes, new business rules,
policies and active organizational structures. Accordingly, the
need to keep all identity information up to date, secure and
protected is strong.

MidPoint is unique open source solution combining identity
management
and
identity
governance.
It
covers
both technological and business requirements.

From technical point of view, it is necessary to set up approval
processes, synchronize data, integrate systems, format and
transform data, set protocols leading to speeding up IT processes
and with efficiency cut IT costs. It is needed to let identity
management and identity governance run a dialogue. The way
how to manage it is called midPoint.

>

manage identities

>

simplify and automate internal
processes

>

govern organizations by managing
structures of roles and privileges

Intense development activities guarantee the technologically
innovative solution which can work effectively for years. And what
makes MidPoint so special? The fact that it is an open source
product with services covering all customer’s needs, it is
supported by developers themselves and subscribers have
influence on the product roadmap. Timeless open source model
allows a completely transparent approach and constantly growing
vibrant engineering and business community.

Thanks to the professional approach of
the Evolveum core team, midPoint
became a scalable product suitable for
any organization regardless their size
every size of the organization from small
to very large. MidPoint is flexible and meet
requirements of different organization
types. It is ready to encourage specific
needs and provide professional support
channel and maintenance.

What organizations is midPoint suitable for?

Higher Education

Banking

Financial

Telco

Healthcare (e.g. hospital)

Science

Governmental entities

Manufacturing

MidPoint’s top features
Identity governance

Credential management

Entitlement management

Archetypes

Organizational structure

Approvals

Audit

Release 4.0
Release 4.0 is a twenty eight midPoint release code-named Gutenberg. The 4.0 release in a
major milestone in midpoint development. It brings long-awaited features such as archetypes
and support for multiple equivalent accounts. Many internal mechanisms were significantly
improved. There is also a number of exciting experimental features. However, perhaps the
most important aspect of midPoint 4.0 is the long-term support (LTS). Gutenberg will be
supported for many years to come.
Similarly to Gutenberg's printing system, midPoint 4.0 is a revolutionary release. It bring a
couple of long-awaited features. However what really matters is a huge amount of
improvements and smaller features. Those are designed to work together with existing
midPoint features to create a comprehensive and consistent system for identity management
and governance. There are also numerous internal improvements and cleanups that enable a
long-term maintenance of midPoint 4.0.

Evolveum is an open company with experience in the field that reaches back to 2000. With its high development
performance Evolveum constantly works on improvement of its identity & organization management and governance
platform midPoint. This progress of midPoint is covered by its 28 releases, which met the needs of its clients. Nowadays
Evolveum focuses on enhancement of midPoint’s governance feature, organization management and management of
user roles to keep up with clients’ growing requirements. Company’s future vision is to keep it’s clients technically up
to date as well as offer a platform capable of offering a solution of clients’ business problems.
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